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CHAPTER	ONE:	Introduction	
	
	

1.1 G-Quadruplex.	A	historical	perspective.	
	

In	 1910,	 Ivar	Bang,	who	 is	 considered	 the	 founder	 of	modern	 clinical	microchemistry,	

reported	that	concentrated	solutions	of	guanylic	acid	could	form	gels	[1].	50	years	later	

[2],	 Gellert	 and	 co-workers	 proposed,	 for	 the	 first	 time,	 what	 is	 now	 the	 iconic	

arrangement	of	nucleobase	quartets	in	guanosine	monophosphate	gels.	Two	additional	

X-ray	 diffraction	 studies	 [3,4]	 permanently	 confirmed	 this	 new	 array.	New	 intriguing	

theories	[5,6]	regarding	 the	possible	modes	 in	which	G-quartets	might	be	 involved	 in	

biological	 regulation	 began	 to	 appear	 in	 very	 visible	 and	 popular	 journals	 at	 the	 late	

1980s.	 It	was	 during	 this	 time	when	 the	 occurrence	 of	 G-G	 base	 pairing	 in	 telomeric	

sequences	 of	Oxytricha	 and	 Tetrahymena’s	 DNA	was	 shown	 experimentally:	 in	 1989,	

Sunquist	and	Klug	proposed	[7]	that	Tetrahymena	telomeric	G-rich	sequences	could	fold	

in	four-stranded	structures,	now	known	as	G-Quadruplexes	(GQs).	

It	was	only	in	2013	when	Biffi	provided	experimental	evidence	of	the	existence	of	

DNA-GQs	in	the	genome	of	mammalian	cells	[8],	and	the	following	year	[9]	when	RNA-

GQs	were	confirmed	to	exist	in	the	cytoplasm	of	human	cells.	So,	even	though	their	actual	

manifestation	and	function	have	been	long	debated	and	still	unclarified,	GQ	structures	

have	 always	 drawn	 a	 lot	 of	 interest	 in	 many	 areas	 like	 structural	 biology,	 medicinal	

chemistry,	supramolecular	chemistry	and	nanotechnology	[10].	
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1.2 The	structure	
	

The	main	building	block	of	G-Quadruplexes’	 are	guanine	 tetrads	 (G4),	which	are	held	

together	by	Hoogsteen-type	hydrogen	bonds	(G-G	base	pair	donors–acceptors	are	N2-

H•••N7	and	N1-H•••O6)	(Fig.	1.1b).	

	

Figure	1.1	(a)	A	stack	of	two	G-quartets	(arrows	suggest	the	directionality	of	the	charge-
transfer	 in	 the	 hydrogen	 bonds)	 in	 a	 parallel	 configuration	 and	 (b)	 schematic	
representation	of	a	guanine	quartet.	

	

From	previous	work	on	the	quadruplexes,	it	was	shown	that	the	hydrogen	bonds	

in	G4	experience	a	large	synergetic	effect,	since	the	incremental	addition	of	new	guanine	

residues	 during	 the	 process	 of	 assembly	 of	 the	 tetrad	 increases	 the	 strength	 of	 the	

forming	hydrogen	bond.	The	cooperativity	in	G4	originates	from	the	charge	separation	

that	 arises	 from	 the	donor-acceptor	 interactions	 in	 the	σ-electron	system,	and	not,	 as	

previously	proposed,	from	the	resonance	assistance	of	the	π	electrons	[11,12].	

Nucleobases	 are	 non-polar	 in	 nature	 and	 have	 unfavourable	 interactions	 with	

polar	solvents;	for	this	reason,	paired	bases	(and	therefore	multiple	layers	of	quartets)	

tend	to	form	higher	order	structures	in	order	to	reduce	their	solvent	accessible	surface.	
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Stability	 is	 therefore	 provided	 by	 the	 stacking	 of	 the	 bases	 through	 a	 combination	 of	

hydrophobic,	electrostatic,	and	van	der	Waals	forces	[13].	Nucleobases	exhibit	a	variety	

of	stacking	modes,	the	nomenclature	of	which	is	based	on	the	description	of	the	aromatic	

ring	 overlap	 of	 stacked	 guanines.	 For	 example,	 a	 stacking	 geometry	 characterized	 by	

overlapping	of	the	5-member	rings	of	guanine	bases	is	termed	‘5-ring’	stacking	(Fig.	1.2)	

[14].	As	shown	in	Fig.	1.1,	our	models	are	generally	characterized	by	a	partial	5/6	ring	

stacking	mode.	

	

Figure	1.2.	Examples	of	core	base	stacking	modes	[14].	
	

The	 backbone	 of	 these	 guanosine	 monomer	 structures	 consists	 of	 sugar-

phosphate	moieties,	which	contribute	to	 their	stability.	Loops,	with	various	sequences	

and	 length,	 connect	 extremities	 of	 the	 backbone	 and	 participate	 to	 conferring	 a	 rich	

topological	 diversity.	 The	 topological	 classification	 of	 GQs	 is	 based	 on	 the	 relative	

orientation	of	 the	strands	and	the	nature	and	number	of	loops	connecting	the	strands	

themselves	 [15].	 Quadruplex	 structures	 can	 adopt	 parallel,	 antiparallel	 and	 mixed	

parallel-antiparallel-antiparallel	 structures.	 The	 glycosidic	 conformation	 (syn	 or	 anti)	

(Fig.	1.3	and	1.4)	changes	the	relative	orientations	of	 the	bases	 in	contiguous	guanine	

tetrads.	Furthermore,	the	glycosidic	torsion	angle	pattern	also	determines	the	size	of	the	

four	 grooves	 produced	 by	 the	 stacking	 of	 guanine	 tetrads.	 Guanines	 that	 belong	 to	

adjacent	strands	and	have	the	same	glycosidic	torsion	angles	produce	medium	grooves;	
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guanines	that	belong	to	adjacent	antiparallel	strands	and	have	opposite	glycosidic	torsion	

angles	produce	one	wide	and	one	narrow	groove.	A	consequence	of	two	stacked	layers	

having	the	same	configuration	is	that	all	16	hydrogen	bonds	of	the	double	layer	point	in	

the	same	direction	(Fig	1.1a,	Fig	1.3).	

	

	

Figure	1.3.	Quadruplexes	with	an	all-syn	guanosine	configuration	(left)	have	all	hydrogen	
bonds	pointing	in	the	same	direction,	whereas	an	anti-quartet	(right)	has	an	inversion	of	
the	H-bonds	orientation.	

	

all-syn syn-anti
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Figure	 1.4.	 Chemical	 structures	 of	 anti-	 and	 syn-	 glycosidic	 bond	 angles.	 The	 two	
dispositions	describing	the	orientations	of	the	glycosidic	bond	angle	are	shown	below.	

	

	 Each	 of	 these	 topological	 families	 can	 be	 subdivided	 in	 groups	 indicating	 how	

many	 loops	 connect	 the	 strands	 and	 the	 kind	 of	 connectivities	 they	 generate.	

Unimolecular	 quadruplexes’	 topology	 is	 defined	 by	 four	main	 types	 of	 loops	 [16,17]:	

diagonal,	propeller,	edgewise,	and	V-shaped	of	folding	of	the	single-stranded	DNA	(Fig	

1.5).	Diagonal	loops	link	bases	of	the	same	tetrad	that	do	not	share	hydrogen	bonds.	In	

contrast,	lateral	loops	link	bases	of	the	same	tetrad	that	share	hydrogen	bonds.	For	both	

cases,	 the	 linked	bases	belong	to	antiparallel	strands	and	result	 in	different	glycosidic	

bond	angle.	Propeller	loops	link	bases	in	the	quadruplex	stem	that	are	not	in	the	same	

tetrad,	but	share	a	groove.	Due	to	the	variety	and	flexibility	of	loops,	which	might	confer	

characteristic	 stability	 profiles	 and	 influence	 the	 thermodynamic	 of	 folding,	 we	 have	

decided	in	our	computation	to	focus	on	the	core	of	GQs	only:	our	purpose,	in	the	course	

of	 our	 investigation,	 has	 been	 to	 propose	 simple,	 universal,	 solid	 methodology	 to	

understand	 the	 basic	 physico-chemical	 principles	 governing	 the	 stability	 of	 G-

Quadruplexes	as	well	as	their	interaction	with	several	cations:	that	also	implies,	from	the	
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topological	point	of	view,	that	our	models	have	to	be	considered	as	multi-molecular	GQs	

that	are	appropriate	for	the	description	of	supramolecular	as	well	as	biological	behaviour	

of	these	structures.	

	

	

Figure	1.5.	Schematic	 illustrating	(a)	edge-wise,	 (b)	diagonal,	 (c)	propeller	and	(d)	V-
shaped	loops	[17].	

	

	

From	the	first	identification	of	GQs,	it	was	observed	that	both	the	nature	of	the	

cation	 and	 the	 cation	 concentration	 would	 affect	 their	 supramolecular	 assembly.	

Nonetheless,	only	in	1974	was	it	proposed	for	the	first	time	by	Arnott	[18]	that	the	O6	

carbonylic	 oxygens	 could	 coordinate	 cations.	 Many	 monovalent	 as	 well	 as	 divalent	

cations	can	indeed	stabilize	GQ	structures,	though	they	show	quite	different	interactions.	

The	O6	carbonylic	oxygens	of	the	guanine	residues	constitute	an	actual	channel	all	along	

a	quadruplex,	which	is	characterized	by	a	partial	negative	charge.	In	the	first	and	second	

chapter	 of	 this	 thesis	 we	 show	 how	 the	 presence	 of	 cations	 in	 this	 channel	 is	 only	

marginally	required	to	minimize	the	repulsion	forces	generated	inside	the	core	of	GQs,	

but	other	energetic	factors	and	thermodynamic	properties	are	involved.	
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One	 of	 the	 most	 interesting	 and	 thoroughly	 studied	 properties	 of	 GQs’	 ionic	

channel	is	the	ability	to	select	between	different	ions,	so	that	a	general	cationic	affinity	

sequence	 for	 monovalent	 alkali	 metals	 can	 be	 defined	 as	 K+>	 Na+>	 Rb+>	 Cs+>	 Li+.	 In	

chapter	 one,	 the	 physical	 origin	 of	 the	 experimentally	 observed	 selectivity	 will	 be	

analysed,	with	the	role	of	cationic	radii	as	well	as	their	solvation	energy	being	thoroughly	

discussed.	 In	chapter	 three,	also	the	affinity	sequence	 for	a	selection	(Zn2+,	Mg2+,	Cd2+,	

Ba2+,	Ca2+,	Sr2+,	Hg2+,	and	Pb2+)	of	divalent	cations	will	be	reported,	with	a	focus	on	how,	

in	these	cases,	the	final	stability	of	the	complexes	GQ-M2+	depends	on	a	balance	between	

solvation	and	strength	of	interaction	energies.	

	

1.3 The	biological	role	
	
	

A	fundamental	pre-condition	for	the	formation	of	G-Quadruplex	structures	is	the	

presence	 of	 a	 single	 stranded,	 G-rich	 sequence	 of	 DNA	 (or	 RNA,	 for	 which	 the	 first	

characteristic	 is	 always	 represented,	 excluding	 some	 specific	 viral	 genome).	

Computational	analyses	searching	for	suitable	“hot-spots”	for	GQ	formation	revealed	that	

human	 genome	 contains	 over	 300,000	 sequences	 having	 the	 potential	 to	 form	 G-

quadruplexes	 [19].	 The	 highest	 abundance	 of	 putative	 GQ-forming	 sequences	 is	 at	

telomeres:	3’-ends	of	human	chromosomal	DNA	appear	as	short	single-stranded	guanine-

rich	tandem-repeat	sequences,	consisting	of	5	to	10,000	base	pairs	of	tandemly	arranged	

TTAGGG	repeats.	

Putative	GQ-forming	 sequences	 are	 also	 highly	 represented	 in	 gene	 promoters	

and	in	immunoglobulin	class	switch	recombination	[20].	It	has	also	been	found	that	these	

sequences	are	present	in	the	region	specifying	the	5′-UTR	of	the	encoded	mRNAs	of	about	

3000	human	genes	and	in	the	transcripts	of	telomeric	DNA	(TERRA)	(Fig.	1.6).		
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Figure	1.6.	Different	sub-cellular	distribution	and	relevance	of	GQ	structures	[20].	

	

1.4 GQ	structures	in	telomeric	regions	
	

Telomeres	 are	 essential	 for	 the	 stability	 of	 chromosome	 ends,	 providing	 a	

structural	infrastructure	for	solving	the	so-called	end	replication	problem	(since	at	every	

replication	cycle	a	short	sequence	of	DNA	is	lost,	due	to	the	mechanism	of	RNA	priming	

on	which	the	DNA-polymerase	is	based).	Telomeric	sequences	have	been	characterized	

from	 a	wide	 range	 of	 lower	 and	higher	 eukaryotes.	 The	 same	 types	 of	 sequences	 are	

highly	conserved	in	plants,	as	well	as	in	man,	so	the	construction	of	the	telomere	seems	

to	follow	a	rather	invariable	principle.	Each	telomere	consists	of	series	of	short,	tandemly	

repeated	sequences.	There	may	be	100-1000	repeats,	depending	on	the	organism	[21].	

DNA	binding	proteins,	like	hPOT1	in	humans,	prevent	the	aggregation	of	these	terminals	

[22].	

The	shortening	of	telomeres	is	a	process	that	limits	the	number	of	times	a	cell	can	

divide.	 A	 special	 ribonucleoprotein	 called	 telomerase	 compensates	 for	 this	 process	 of	

shortening,	 but	 its	 activity	 is	 turned	 off	 in	 healthy	 somatic	 cells	 (which	 means	 that	

telomeres	shorten	at	each	cell	division).	When	the	telomeres	become	too	short,	cells	lose	
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the	 ability	 to	 propagate	 effectively	 (they	 become	 senescent)	 and	 eventually	 die.	 The	

reactivation	of	the	enzyme	telomerase,	which	depends	upon	interaction	with	proteins	like	

hPOT1	 and	 other	 regulatory	 proteins,	 is	 therefore	 a	 critical	 event	 leading	 to	 cellular	

immortalization:	senescent	cells	are	indeed	unable	to	proliferate	since	the	length	of	their	

telomere	 has	 become	 too	 short.	 This	 mechanism	 can	 therefore	 be	 seen	 as	 a	 tumor	

suppression	 trigger	 that	 prevents	 cells	 from	 replicating	 indefinitely:	 indefinite	

proliferation	 is	 indeed	 the	 basic	 ability	 of	 cancer	 cells.	 Competition	 of	 GQ	 formation	

against	 binding	 of	 hPOT1	 at	 the	 same	 time	 deprotects	 telomeres,	 inducing	 damage-

mediated	 cell	 death,	 and	 prevents	 the	 activation	 of	 telomerase	 (blocking	

immortalization):	 the	 induction	of	 these	events	constitutes	the	theoretical	basis	of	 the	

use	of	GQ-stabilizing	ligands	as	potential	anticancer	agents.	 	
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1.5 GQ	structures	in	transcription	
	
	

GQ	motifs	are	found	in	high	concentration	near	promoter	regions,	which	suggests	

a	potential	function	of	GQ	structures	in	gene	regulation.	Indeed,	one	or	more	GQ	motifs	

are	found	within	1,000	bases	upstream	of	the	transcriptional	start	sites	(TSS)	of	50%	of	

human	 genes.	 Promoters	 of	 human	 oncogenes	 and	 regulatory	 genes	 (for	 example,	

transcription	factors)	are	more	likely	than	the	average	gene	to	contain	GQ	motifs	[23].	

	 GQ	structures	 in	or	near	promoter	regions	may	 influence	 transcription	 in	both	

positive	 and	 negative	 ways.	 The	 formation	 of	 the	 GQ	 structure	 can	 either	 inhibit	

transcription	 (if	 the	 structure	 is	 formed	 on	 the	 template	 strand,	 blocking	 the	

transcription	machinery)	or	enhance	transcription	(if	the	motif	is	on	the	non-template	

strand,	keeping	the	template	in	a	single-stranded	conformation).	So,	the	regulatory	role	

of	GQs	depends	on	which	DNA	strand	contains	the	GQ	forming	sequence.	Furthermore,	

proteins	bound	to	the	GQ	structures	can	also	affect	transcription.	

The	most	widely	studied	example	of	a	promoter	element	regulated	by	formation	

of	GQ	structures	is	related	to	the	oncogene	MYC.	This	gene	is	deregulated	in	several	tumor	

types,	 inasmuch	 as	 it	 is	 involved	 in	 cellular	 proliferation,	 differentiation,	 apoptosis,	

angiogenesis	 and	 metastatic	 events.	 The	 transcription	 of	 MYC	 induces	 negative	

supercoiled	conditions.	The	upstream	element	NHE	III1,	consisting	of	five	repeats	of	the	

sequence	 (C/T)C(C/T)TCCCCA	 located	 130bp	upstream	of	 the	 P1	 promoter,	 has	 been	

shown	 to	 adopt	 an	 i-motif	 and	 G-quadruplex	 motif	 during	 the	 transcription	 of	 MYC	

(respectively	on	its	pyrimidine	and	purine	rich	strand).	SP1,	a	transcription	factor	that	

binds	 to	 the	 duplex	 form	 of	 NHE	 III1	 to	 initiate	 transcription,	 induces	 negative	

supercoiling.	 The	 G-quadruplex	 and	 i-motif	 complexes	 form	 and	 release	 the	 local	

torsional	stress	and,	sequestering	the	single	stranded	form	of	NHE	III1,	determine	the	loss	

of	binding	of	SP1	acting	as	silencer	elements	for	MYC	transcription	[24].	Protein	or	small	
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molecules	able	to	target	GQ	at	this	level	therefore	down-regulate	the	expression	of	MYC,	

a	pivotal	player	in	the	deregulation	of	proliferation	in	cancer	cells.	

In	 addition,	 the	 cationic	 porphyrin	 TMPyP4	 is	 among	 the	 earliest	 discovered	

molecules	to	demonstrate	high	affinity	towards	telomeric	GQs	and	able	to	down	regulate	

the	gene	c-MYC.	

	

1.6 GQ	structures	in	immunoglobulin	switch	regions	
	
	

Immature	lymphocytes	begin	their	life	cycle	[21]	engaged	in	synthesis	of	IgM.	A	

lymphocyte	generally	produces	only	a	single	class	of	immunoglobulin	at	the	same	time,	

but	the	class	may	change	after	a	series	of	generations.	A	change	in	expression	is	called	

‘class	switching’.	The	‘class	switch’	recombination	consists	in	substitution	in	the	type	of	

CH	(heavy	chain)	region	that	is	expressed.	Switching	can	be	stimulated	by	environmental	

effects,	like	for	example	the	exposition	of	the	cell	to	the	action	of	the	growth	factor	TGFβ.	

Recombination	junctions	map	within	switch	regions	(S	regions);	these	latter	are	G-rich,	

degenerate,	repetitive	DNA	sequences	2–10	kb	in	length	[25].	The	S	regions	targeted	for	

recombination	determine	the	 formation	of	so-called	 ‘G-Loops’,	made	of	a	hybrid	RNA-

DNA	 in	 correspondence	of	 the	C-rich	 sequence,	 and	GQ	DNA	 interspersed	with	 single	

strand	regions	on	the	G-rich	tract.	Quadruplexes	formed	in	the	transcribed	S	regions	are	

the	targets	of	factors	that	promote	switch	recombination	[26],	including	BLM	helicase,	

and	MutSα.	Human	MutSα	 binds	 to	 quadruplexes	 in	G-loops	 formed	by	 transcribed	 S	

regions	 and	 can	 promote	 synapsis	 and	 recombination	 between	 distinct	 S	 regions	 in	

solution.	
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1.7 RNA	G-Quadruplex	
	
	

5’-UTRs	 are	 untranslated	 regions	 of	 RNA	 immediately	 preceding	 the	 initiation	

codon,	 and	 they	 impart	 important	 regulatory	 functions	 on	 ribosomal	 assembly	 and	

activity.	 In	2007,	Balasubramanian	and	coworkers	 [27]	were	 the	 first	 to	demonstrate	

how	 the	 formation	 of	 a	 RNA-GQ	 in	 the	 non-translated	 region	 of	 the	 oncogene	 NRAS	

(according	to	the	general	scheme	reproduced	in	Fig.	1.7)	could	induce	a	nearly	four-fold	

inhibition	of	translation	of	this	gene	in	vitro.	Similarly,	Dereka	et	al.	[28]	and	Gomez	et	al.	

[29]	reported	in	2010,	respectively,	a	two-fold	inhibition	for	the	estrogen	receptor	α	and	

nearly	2.5-fold	inhibition	for	translation	of	TRF2	in	the	presence	of	quadruplex	formation	

in	their	relative	5’-UTR	regions.	

	

	

Figure	 1.7.	 The	 presence	 of	 GQ	 structures	 in	 mRNA	 can	 exert	 inhibitory	 effect	 on	
translation	of	mRNAs	[20].	
	

Other	reports	[30]	detailed	the	induction	of	translation	of	Transforming	Growth	

Factor	β2,	most	likely	because	in	this	case	the	structured	GQ	allows	for	the	recruitment	
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of	 activating	 factors	 that	 interact	 with	 the	 ribosomal	 machinery.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	

telomeres	have	been	long	thought	to	be	transcriptionally	silent.	Azzalin	et	al.	in	2007	[31]	

demonstrated	 how	 telomers	 are	 actually	 transcribed	 into	 TERRA	 sequences	 by	 RNA	

polymerase	II.	These	TERRA	repeats	can	form	all-parallel	RNA-GQs	in	human	cells’	nuclei	

[32]	 and	 they	 have	 been	 suggested	 to	 down-regulate	 the	 activity	 of	 the	 enzyme	

telomerase	 [33],	possibly	via	hybridization	with	 its	DNA	counterpart	 in	 the	 telomeric	

sequence,	and	to	regulate	telomere	histone	modifications	[34].	

Selectivity	towards	RNA-GQ	rather	than	DNA-GQ	is	possible	[35]	and,	due	to	their	

emerging	biological	role,	5’-UTR	GQs	and	TERRA-GQs	have	become	target	of	a	number	of	

ligands	that	might	be	of	therapeutic	use.	

In	the	5’-UTR	case,	the	targeting	of	the	transcript	of	the	proto-oncogene	NRAS	[36]	

is	deserving	of	 further	elaboration.	The	NRAS	gene	contains	 instructions	 for	making	a	

protein	 called	 N-Ras	 that	 is	 involved	 primarily	 in	 regulating	 cell	 division.	 Through	 a	

process	of	signal	transduction,	the	protein	relays	signals	from	outside	the	cell	to	the	cell's	

nucleus.	These	signals	can	induce	cell	proliferation,	division	or	differentiation.	Mutations	

in	 this	gene	have	been	associated	with	somatic	rectal	cancer,	 follicular	 thyroid	cancer,	

autoimmune	lymphoproliferative	syndrome	and	other	neoplasy.	

In	the	mRNA	transcript	of	this	gene,	naturally	occurs	a	GQ	structure,	named	NRQ	

(NRAS	UTR	Quadruplex).	 An	 analogue	 of	pyridostatin	 exerts	 a	 quadruplex-dependent	

translational	inhibition	of	NRAS	making	of	NRQ	an	appealing	drug	target	for	molecular	

interference.	

One	example	of	selective	targeting	of	telomeric	RNA	GQs	over	DNA	GQs	based	on	

their	structural	differences	involves	the	use	of	a	triazole-acridine	ligand	[37].	The	ability	

to	 selectively	 target	 TERRA	 GQs	 will	 help	 to	 clarify	 their	 role	 in	 the	 homeostasis	 of	

telomeres.	
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1.8 This	research:	a	strong	methodological	rationale	
	
	

To	 date,	 the	 majority	 of	 computational	 studies	 on	 G-quadruplexes	 has	 been	

conducted	by	means	of	molecular	dynamics	simulations:	the	simple	query	“quadruplex	

molecular	 dynamics”	 on	 the	 research	 engine	Web	 of	 Science	 produces	 571	 results.	 In	

comparison,	the	query	“quadruplex	dft”	only	yields	84	results.	As	highlighted	by	Šponer	

[38],	despite	MD	simulations	being	generally	considered	as	the	only	viable	way	to	study	

GQ	 portions	 in	 their	 entirety	 (4-layered	 systems	 or	 larger,	 with	 loops	 and	 possibly	

ligands),	 classical	 dynamics	 show	 their	 weakest	 point	 in	 the	 analysis	 of	 two	 crucial	

properties	 of	 G-Quadruplexes.	 Šponer	 reports	 indeed	 that	 the	 direct	 binding	 strength	

between	the	ion	and	the	O6	atom	of	guanine	is	underestimated	by	several	kcal/mol	when	

compared	to	QM	calculations.	This	underestimation	particularly	impacts	Na+	and	K+,	so	

that,	he	adds,	MD	studies	aimed	to	estimate	the	differences	of	the	interaction	of	these	ions	

with	GQ	scaffolds	should	be	carried	out	with	special	caution.	Furthermore,	very	deficient	

is	the	description	of	divalent	cations	associated	with	large	polarization	and	charge	transfer	

and	[…]	the	sampling	of	divalent	ions	is	entirely	insufficient	in	affordable	simulations.	In	

most	cases	it	is	wise	to	avoid	divalents	in	simulations.	

In	this	context,	it	is	particularly	relevant	how	the	contribution	of	DFT	calculations	

[39]	 can	 offer	 an	 irreplaceable	 contribution	 to	 the	 understanding	 of	 the	 physics	 of	

interaction	of	ions	with	GQ’s	internal	channel.	Particularly,	the	applied	schemes	of	energy	

decomposition	 and	 the	 breakdown	 of	 formation	 and/or	 bond	 energies	 (extensively	

described	 later	 in	 this	 manuscript)	 allow	 for	 unprecedented	 depth	 of	 analysis	 and	

detailed	description	of	the	phenomenon	of	quadruplex	formation.	

	 	


